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Available as an All-in-One Solution 

The combination of MAM systems and archives brings many advantages. With mediabox, you can also use perfectly coordinated 
storage and your own AI services. All in all, an optimal combination to bring your video production to a new level. Archiware P5 
Archive can be directly integrated into the medialoopster MAM system. Advantages like efficient storage usage and long-term 
backup are combined with fast video workflows and connection to AI services.

medialoopster is an easy-to-use platform facilitating the 
management of video assets. All workflows are efficiently 
managed and supported – from material acquisition, research, 
processing, delivery and archiving, to the analysis of existing 
assets using artificial intelligence (e.g. face recognition). 

The integration of medialoopster and Archiware P5 Archive 
radically simplifies Archiving. The user can trigger the archiving of 
assets directly within the medialoopster user interface or define 
automated routines for this. P5 Archive automatically migrates 
data into the Archive and removes archived files from the 
production storage either directly or at specified times. As a 
result, storage capacity is efficiently used and no longer needs to 
be expanded. 

Archived assets are secured on LTO tapes, which are optimal for 
long-term storage. Providing the most cost- effective storage per 
TB, LTO tapes are used by banks, insurance companies and busi-
nesses worldwide. 

The direct integration of medialoopster and P5 Archive enables a 
seamless transfer of video material from the MAM system to the 
Archive. As a result, valuable assets, which are no longer in use 
can effectively be secured.

Advantages of the medialoopster/P5 solution: 

✓ Archive and restore directly in the user interface  

✓ Simple search-ability, visibility and retrieval of media assets 

✓Manual and automatic archiving 

✓ Archiving of metadata 

✓ Effective use of storage capacity 

✓ Professional long-term storage on LTO tape 

✓ Tape duplication for offsite storage 

✓ Parallelization for optimal performance 

✓ Supported on Mac, Windows, iOS, Web or Cloud 

✓ Compatibility with all tape manufacturers
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